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Abstract: �Significant�interest�in�non-fungible�tokens�(NFTs)�as�a�means�of�changing�the�music�industry�has�motivated�this�investigation.�First,�a�
comprehensive�literature�review�(of�strengths,�weaknesses,�opportunities�and�threats�[SWOT])�provides�a�summary�of�the�benefits�and�
costs�associated�with�the�deployment�of�blockchain-�and�NFT-based�transactions�in�the�music�industry.�Considerable�effort�has�been�
devoted�to�identifying�the�economic,�legal�and�regulatory�benefits�and�drawbacks�of�applying�the�new�technology.�NFTs�may�be�the�final�
realisation�of�the�digital�universe,�bringing�exclusivity�and�revenues�to�the�creator�economy�and�the�chance�to�revalue�creative�work.�
The�technology's�drawbacks�may�exceed�its�advantages.�Navigation�within�the�crypto�regulatory�landscape�is�still�deemed�as�exploring�
uncharted�territory.�It�is�further�complicated�by�the�fact�that�it�is�largely�uncertain�which�legal�framework�may�apply�due�to�the�lack�of�
jurisdiction-identifying�criteria.�Second,�quantitative�research�is�conducted�as�an�online�survey�directed�towards�two�research�questions:�
1) What is the extent of familiarity and knowledge related to NFTs, as well as perspectives on NFTs as potential disruptors? 2) What is 
the extent of music creators’ perception of NFT-related opportunities and NFT integration into the music industry?�Twenty�EU�countries�
were�selected�for�the�survey.�Respondents�answered�twenty�questions�focused�largely�on�demographics,�their�awareness�of�NFTs�and�
their�perceived�potential�for�disrupting�the�music�industry.�It�is�too�early�to�say�whether�NFTs�will�be�utilised�successfully,�especially�by�
independent�musicians.�The�arguments�in�favour�of�NFTs�are�compelling,�but�there�are�issues�regarding�the�levels�of�awareness�and�
competence�required�for�implementation.
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1. Introduction
Non-fungible tokens (NFTs) are the latest in a series of tradeable digital assets based on blockchain technology. 
NFTs, in simplified terms, are blockchain-enabled cryptographic tokens designed to represent ownership of objects 
such as digitised art and music. With the advent of Web 3.0, blockchain technology and NFTs, advocates for the 
new technology see NFTs as the solution enabling artists to assert value over their work. Some experts in the music 
industry consider NFTs as the vehicle for democratisation of the business, generating both value creation and value 
capture opportunities (Leal 2022). 

This research is stimulated by the considerable amount of attention given to NFTs as a vehicle for transforming 
the music business. First, it appears to the authors that the relevant literature up to the present time fails to provide 
a balanced synthesis of the likely benefits and costs associated with the introduction of blockchain- and NFT-based 

* This�research�builds�on�earlier�work�presented�at�the�programme�of�the�13th�International�Music�Business�Research�Days,�University�of�Music�and�
Performing�Arts,�Vienna,�19�October�2022.�The�authors�express�their�appreciation�for�helpful�comments�received�from�meeting�participants�and�excel-
lent�suggestions�from�an�anonymous�referee.�
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transactions in the music industry. Considerable effort has been made to identify the opportunities and risks of 
applying the new technology from the economic, legal and regulatory perspectives. A key insight from the overview 
is that while NFTs might well be the ultimate realisation of the digital universe, popularly referred to in the context 
of the metaverse, offering exclusivity and substantial earnings to the creator economy and the opportunity to rectify 
devalued creative work, the recent technology carries with it several problems that may outweigh the advantages. 
Despite NFTs’ influence on the art and music markets, NFTs continue to be contentious in several ways. To achieve 
universal acceptance of NFTs, there is a need for marketers, issuers and purchasers of digital assets to enhance 
their crypto literacy and for more transparency to be offered on issues linked to ownership and intellectual property 
(IP) rights (Khawaja 2021). 

Following this Introduction, the next section sets forth a literature review focused on the importance and viability 
of NFTs. The published literature includes the perspectives of both technology zealots and naysayers. The authors 
have adopted the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats (SWOT) framework with the intent of providing 
the reader with a balanced overview.

The application of a SWOT analysis in academic research is particularly useful for contrasting the various positive 
and negative factors influencing the NFT landscape and for presenting a synthesis between the literature review 
and the SWOT analysis results. It further serves to bridge knowledge gaps at different levels of NFT awareness 
and crypto literacy. A conceptual assessment and integrated analysis provide a wide-ranging synopsis of various 
performance attributes and contrast the superiority of the novel technology with its shortcomings.

Section 3 is focused on the quantitative methodology, data collection and analyses. Quantitative research is 
conducted as an online survey designed by the authors and distributed online by Pollfish. The purpose of the survey 
is to better understand the business innovation landscape for NFTs and blockchain-based technologies in Europe. 
More specifically, the survey focused on contributing insight with respect to the following research questions:

Q1:  What is the extent of familiarity and knowledge related to NFTs, and what are the perspectives on 
NFTs as potential disruptors?

Q2:  What is the extent of music creators’ perception of NFT-related opportunities and NFT integration 
into the music industry?

Key aspects of the pan-European survey are summarised as the initial findings, and they not only set the 
groundwork for immediate research but set the direction for future research considering a broader geographic sample. 
Section 5 concludes the paper with a summary of key results from the research and suggestions for future work.

2. NFTs: SWOT Analysis
While many authors have contributed to understanding NFTs and implications for entrepreneurs in the arts and 
music business (Chandra 2022; Wilson, Karg and Ghaderi 2022; Yemenici 2022; Oliver and Lalchev 2022; Rogers 
et al. 2022; and Gomes 2021). The full scope of the SWOT approach has not been consolidated in the academic lit-
erature. The most comprehensive survey to date is that of Nobanee and Ellili (2023), although their study is focused 
on blockchain, cryptocurrency and digital art. The purpose of this section is to synthesise both perspectives and 
the sometimes-disparate facts pertaining to the benefits and drawbacks of the expansion of blockchain-based and 
NFT transactions in the music industry. A key advantage of a SWOT analysis is its versatile application because it 
provides a situation analysis technique. It is equally a directional tool to catalyse discussion and the resolution of 
mission critical concerns. Strengths and weaknesses are considered to be controllable categories, while opportuni-
ties and threats are deemed to be outside of the controllable range. Therefore, it is essential to identify potential 
dependencies and interconnections between the four pillars of the method. Further research is required to provide 
a scorecard of the four categories and to include other variables in relation to their intensity and relevance and 
determine to what extent they can balance or neutralise each other.

2.1. Strengths
2.1.1. Disruptive or transformational innovation
There is considerable support for the position that the music business is at a crossroads in terms of digital 
 transformation, and consequently, there is optimism around the acceptance and rapid growth of NFT technology. 
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The development of blockchain and derivative blockchain technologies gives reasonable cause to predict market 
disruption in the value exchange process. The promise of innovative technologies is that (i) transactions will be 
more efficient, i.e. faster and at lower cost; (ii) intermediaries will be eliminated from the value chain; and (iii) secu-
rity will be enhanced. Further, there is an expectation of new collaborative business models. 

Since the introduction of the “disruptive innovation theory,” as proposed by Clayton Christensen in his seminal 
and path-breaking work, The Innovator’s Dilemma (1997), an immense literature has appeared debating conceptual 
understandings of disruption and suggesting often idiosyncratic applications (Markides 2006; King & Baatartogtokh 
2015). In short, how disruptive innovation happens is a topic widely discussed, yet only partially understood. 

Taking disruptive innovation theory as a hybrid drawn from the works of such scholars as Christensen (1997), 
Chesbrough (2003), Hargadon (2003) and von Hippel (2005), it seems reasonable to state that innovation is a 
consequence of recombining ideas, information and knowledge of people, over a networked landscape, leading to 
something new, e.g. an idea, methodology or device. Inventors “borrow” existing ideas and then bring together the 
physical objects and the people necessary to apply those ideas elsewhere. This perspective posits that innovation 
as a dynamic process involving the interplay between actions and re-actions of new entrants, incumbents and 
factors within the external environment is critical. 

Disruptive innovation is associated with a paradigm shift, which results in momentous change in market 
conditions. Generally, the catalyst is a new technology. This change redefines existing industries’ structures, product 
concepts and overall knowledge in a field (Besson & Cartwright 2012). Baiyere and Hukal (2020: 5482) define digital 
disruptions as “the alteration of a domain-specific paradigm due to the digital attributes of an innovation.” Thus, 
disruptive innovation introduces a new product or service, the market for which is yet non-existent, representing a 
challenge for incumbents. Certainly, all innovations are not disruptive. Transformational innovations are associated 
with incremental change. The transformation or streamlining of industries owing to digitisation is well known (Andal-
Ancion, Cartwright & Yip 2003). Disruptive innovations are associated with non-incremental or discontinuous 
outcomes.

From the published literature, it is apparent that blockchain technologies have potential for disrupting markets 
in which security of ownership and transparency of transactions are problematic. Blockchain technologies offer 
efficiency in facilitating and authenticating trade (O’Dair 2018; Tapscott & Tapscott 2016), and the literature points 
towards blockchain-based technologies as having the potential to transform the digital creative industries in 
numerous ways:

1. By enabling digital rarity, creating opportunities for systematic digital assets.
2. By forging potential new capital investment sources for creative enterprises, including the option of collective/

micro sponsorship and peer-to-peer finance.
3. By linking potentially transformational, computational processes to social value exchange.
4. By streamlining complex IP and distribution management systems, helping to offset digital fraud and 

exploitation.
5. By enabling people to share in the value of their own mediated activities and leverage cloud computing 

capacity more easily.
6. By privileging collaborative data-sharing networks and more-open, collective intelligence business models.

2.1.2. Royalties and resale rights of artists
Royalties have long been a critical source of income for music producers, and the commercial exploitation of copy-
right ownership in the music business is well known. The absence of validated, consolidated records of ownership 
and copyrights facilitates lack of transparency and dubious practices in the markets for music. There is considerable 
information asymmetry among labels, music publishers, artists and other stakeholders, benefiting major labels and 
precluding fair revenue sharing among the right holders (Heap 2017). 

The smart contract capabilities of blockchain technology and NFTs have the potential to radically alter how 
artists are compensated, as the blockchain is, in the strictest sense, a database that offers time-stamped entries 
protected in a decentralised register (Whitaker 2019). Cryptography is a useful tool for music composers wanting 
to protect evidence of originality and manage both licence agreements and income distributions (Hemming 2018). 
A unique feature of blockchain is that it contains public domain registers listing the entire history of initial ownership 
and subsequent transfers of title, allowing for disintermediation of labels and music publishers for the control of 
billing and settlement of royalty payments.
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As an enabling technology, blockchain helps to reshape the notion of ownership by offering both fractional 
ownership to digital natives and digital immigrants and fractional equity ownership to music creators.

2.1.2.1. European Union (EU) and United Kingdom (UK) considerations
Many jurisdictions including the EU and the UK entitle artists to resale royalties, establishing an indefinite claim of 
the creator to receive compensation for his/her creative work.

Potentially, the new technology paves the way for a quiet revolution within the creative economy, particularly for 
independent artists who are not backed by major labels. This possibility provides a powerful incentive for musicians 
to embrace business and continue integrating with their fan base to extract further value.

2.1.3. Fractional ownership
The technological infrastructure around the NFT Ethereum Request for Comments (ERC)-721 token allows a frac-
tionalisation mechanism that divides the main NFT into fractional NFTs (or F-NFTs). Similar to shares of publicly 
traded firms, each F-NFT represents fractional ownership of the underlying digital asset embedded inside the 
original NFT. This technology opens a gateway to a new class of micro-investments in the realm of NFTs, greatly 
lowering the barriers to entry for high-value investments and providing the digital marketplaces with supplementary 
liquidity.

2.1.4. Scarcity and authenticity
According to psychologist Robert Cialdini (2009), in art markets, the primary value drivers are authenticity and scar-
city, and one of the most effective strategies to influence consumer behaviour is to create the scarcity of a product, 
thereby defining the value of the same. Within the context of a limited distribution of items, both authenticity and 
scarcity contribute to elevated levels of prestige and awareness within the target groups. Scarcity, real or perceived, 
can generate a high degree of prestige and awareness among the relevant target groups within the framework of 
a limited distribution of the products. 

The most crucial metric for validating scarcity is evidence of the number of reproductions of the original work 
that have been made. This attestation is especially difficult to get in the digital universe, because illegal copying is a 
straightforward task in the absence of stringent control systems and monitoring. Whenever a music artist releases 
a song with an NFT, the proof of ownership is stored digitally so that it refers to the creator for copyright protection. 
This unambiguous traceability gives the song the distinction of being unique and scarce – which, in turn, drives the 
value of the digital asset. With the certificate of authenticity, NFTs are providing a new solution within the realm of 
crypto marketing to block the distribution of counterfeits, unauthorised copies and stolen artwork while managing 
the coordination of transfer of ownership.

As the ERC-721 token provides evidence of ownership and validity, NFTs provide a kind of alchemy to 
protect against counterfeits, ensuring that the original work cannot be covertly duplicated. The technology 
provides a set of digital identifiers that are linked with the real-world structural qualities of the physical goods 
in issue and may be encoded into a smart contract (Sundararajan 2022). The certification process for the 
scarcity of a work of art requires a proof of its authenticity. Using NFTs, artists directly record provenance 
information into the immutable blockchain code. Since everything is recorded, the art can be traced back 
to the owner and the first date in which it was published. This is particularly advantageous for art dealers, 
as confirming authenticity formerly required the services of an art specialist, whose costs are likely to be 
expensive. 

When a musician releases a song with an NFT, the evidence of ownership is digitally preserved so that it is 
traceable back to the originator for copyright protection. This explicit traceability confers exclusivity and scarcity to 
the music, which – in principle – increases the value of the digital asset.

2.1.5. Fan economy
The cryptographic architecture enables the production of a new class of media assets, including music artefacts, 
collectibles, very important person (VIP) backstage passes for events, membership cards, special video content, 
reduced ticket subscriptions and exclusive products. The ecosystem around NFTs is tokenising the entire fan econ-
omy, allowing for a new standard of community engagement. The digital element of the fan integration media spe-
cifically targets tech-savvy members of the millennial and generation-Z audience socio-demographics. Thus, the 
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business model offers music creators with a new method for monetising their works and serves as a catalyst for 
building and retaining fan groups. It has the ability to provide another facet to a proactive artist community.

2.2. Weaknesses
2.2.1. Interoperability of NFT platforms
The interoperability of blockchains is the key to success in the Web 3.0 economy as it enables the movement of digi-
tal assets across applications (apps) such as gaming, sports and music. The current lack of interoperability poses a 
significant obstacle to the establishment of several NFT markets. The absence of this function creates information 
asymmetry between two or more platforms as regards records of digital ownership and related rights (Belchior et 
al. 2021). NFTs enable the creator economy to record crucial data on the blockchain, including resale rights. If the 
transfer occurred between two non-transmutable Ethereum-based platforms, this code would be lost when transfer-
ring the digital assets off-chain. It is vital for the inventor of an NFT to mint the NFT on a platform that is interoperable 
with others and provides the needed degree of flexibility for monitoring the characteristics of the NFT.

In order to guarantee data completeness and integrity, smart contract functionality must be interoperable with 
various blockchains. The platform developers are tasked with forming collaborations to provide integrative cross-chain 
interoperability and communication solutions. According to a recommendation from the International Association for 
Trusted Blockchain Platforms (INATBA) to the European Commission, there is widespread consensus that a joint 
initiative is necessary to harmonise the technological and regulatory environment across major blockchain platforms 
and ensure interoperability (INATBA 2022). Such a framework among all parties would offer the public with the 
intended advantages, including safety and stability. Similarly, other developers are constructing interfaces to enable 
inter-platform communication of coded contracts to ensure data integrity and standardisation across blockchains. 

2.2.2. Notion of ownership
Since NFTs are not actual real assetsbut operate as title deeds for digital or physical assets, typically, how owner-
ship is transferred is not legally stated (Kostopoulos et al. 2021). The buyer of a non-financial asset (NFA) acquires 
ownership of the NFA itself, but not necessarily the underlying assets. Other characteristics of the contractual 
arrangement are encoded in the smart contract, although it is uncertain whether the stipulations of the contract will 
hold up in court. 

The rights that one obtains regarding the physical or digital original by way of the acquisition of an NFT presents 
a conundrum. The primary distinction between physical assets and digital works is that only physical assets 
are subject to ownership rights, but the buyer of digital works receives merely a licence to use the work. The 
establishment of ownership rights is not a characteristic of NFTs. Opponents of the NFT technology assert that 
transactions using NFT encompass just the purchase and sale of NFT. The connection to a digital or physical object 
serves primarily as an identification for the NFT.

2.2.3. IP rights: a legal embroglio
2.2.3.1. United States (US) considerations
US copyright law defines copyright as the right to protect the creator’s IP that has been fixed in a physical form of 
expression (U.S. Copyright Office 2022). The NFT does not qualify for copyright protection since it is not an original 
concept and does not exist in physical form. However, the multifaceted world of copyright and associated rights 
contains much more, including moral rights and equality rights for artificial intelligence (AI)-generated generative 
music. In the United States, the Visual Artists Rights Act of 1990 protects the moral right of attribution and the moral 
right of integrity, stipulating that “an artist in the process of creation injects his spirit into the work and that the art-
ist’s personality, as well as the integrity of the work, should therefore be preserved” (Carter v. Helmsley-Spear, Inc. 
1995). Prior to assigning moral rights, the court must settle the dilemma with NFTs and examine the merits of con-
tending that the digital asset is an original work of art or, alternatively, a simple encoded certificate only referencing 
the artworks (Swanson 2021). It would be a blatant infringement of the author’s moral rights if the NFTs contained 
incorrect information about the owner of the underlying asset, as this would violate his/her right to attribution.

2.2.3.2. EU considerations
The main idea is that when an investor purchases an NFT, he or she receives rights to the NFT itself, but not neces-
sarily the copyrights associated with the underlying asset (European Commission 2022).
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The NFT is often a publicly accessible token that refers to a digital or physical item without any copyright or IP 
rights attached, unless otherwise specified (Trautman 2021). Commercial prudence mandates that in a purchase-
and-sale transaction involving a copyrighted property, the creator and the purchaser must contractually define the 
scope of the rights to be transferred. Given the lack of specialised jurisprudence, the same process applies to NFTs 
and copyright law regardless of their technological characteristics. As such, the original author retains full rights, as 
the creation of an NFT is considered a copy or derivative of the original work. In the absence of additional stated 
restrictions, the only authorised issuers of NFTs referencing copyright-protected works are the right holders and 
their licensees (Fuchs 2022). When acquiring an NFT, it is crucial to understand the distinction between ownership 
of the NFT and copyright of the underlying material. The owner of the NFT automatically acquires the right to 
duplicate the underlying work, develop derivative works from it or perform, display or distribute the work.

In the Web 3.0 economy, music created by AI will be of crucial relevance for the creative design of the metaverse. 
Existing copyright protection systems and enforcement rely heavily on the platform, which also functions as a mediator 
in dispute settlements. Major markets are already equipped with filters whose purpose is to avoid infringements of 
IP rights. The inadequate evaluation of rights and associated rights in connection with the minting and acquisition 
of NFTs will be the topic of several future judicial issues (Guadamuz 2021). Courts and the underlying case law 
will give legal guidance. Alternately, as some proponents of the decentralised nature of Web 3.0 have suggested, 
copyright rules will be liberalised, opening the path for decentralised IP (Lee 2022). Until this becomes clear based 
on precedent (i.e. case law), creators are urged to create a clear IP strategy, explain precisely what is being sold, 
which rights are transferred to holders of the NFT and which rights the artist, issuer and secondary market platform 
are permitted. It does not come as a mystery that due to the disparity in legislation, there will be a strong regulatory 
arbitrage among jurisdictions, laying down the frameworks for operating the new technology.

2.3. Opportunities
2.3.1. Decentralisation
As a result of the widespread adoption of Internet 2.0, the power dynamics between suppliers and consumers have 
evolved dramatically, and the purchase decision process, namely the customer journey, has taken on new shapes 
(Tueanrat et al. 2021). NFTs, which are a Web 3.0 gateway to traditional business, can circumvent the platform-
centric environment of Web 2.0 (Grider & Maximo 2021) and a move to trans-medial use across decentralised apps.

Blockchain-inspired innovations will disrupt the world of digital marketing and commercial tactics for corporations 
(Treiblmaier 2021). Music NFTs are poised to revolutionise the creator–community connection, since they will play a 
crucial role in creating better relationships between artists and fans while enabling artists to successfully monetise 
their IP. 

2.3.2. Collaboration, ownership and growth
NFTs are becoming the basis of a multilayered consumer relationship and ownership economy. The metaverse, a 
manifestation of a virtual world in which physical reality and virtual reality combine, arises as a new online media-
and-community participation platform that incorporates numerous modern technologies. As individuals spend more 
time in the digital realm, digital representation is becoming increasingly crucial. This further growth of the Internet 
will provide a medium in which users will have unrestricted freedom of movement. 

2.3.3. Entrepreneurship, community building and fairness
Convergence is occurring at different levels between the music business and the metaverse as a result of the 
incorporation of Web 3.0 technologies. This shift is simultaneously altering the tastes of audiences and the way 
groups engage around common interests. Creators of music are enabled to become entrepreneurs and advance 
their fan base. Simultaneously, fans are becoming entrepreneurs as they actively participate in the creation pro-
cess, become involved in the artwork and contribute to the innovation cycle. NFTs have the potential to become an 
effective tool for combating monopolies, power imbalances and injustice and unfairness in the next generation of 
music commerce.

2.4. Threats
2.4.1. Speculative bubble
The primary motive for trading art and collectible NFTs is the short-term expectation of high profits owing to easy 
entry and surging prices, particularly on secondary markets (McAndrew 2022). According to transaction data 
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gathered by OpenSea, the exceptionally low entry barriers of trading platforms have attracted many speculators 
and financial investors (Chainanalysis 2020). The value generation process of NFTs is driven by perception and 
expectations, on the part of influencer or communities, compiled from whitelisting (Chainanalysis 2022). Whitelisting 
is a form of application control in which a list of trusted organisations, such as apps and websites, is collected and 
granted exclusive permissions for network access. 

However, there is a substantial financial risk associated with the trading of NFTs. Only 28.5 percent of those 
bought during the minting phase have produced a profit when resold. Because the market lacks fundamentals and 
transparency, it is difficult to capture pricing mechanisms for valuation and price predictability using conventional 
frameworks. Arguably, behavioural finance is a more appropriate framework for describing the pricing mechanisms 
of digital assets. More specifically, according to academic studies, exchange-traded funds (ETFs) with extraordinarily 
high average weekly returns tend to underperform their respective market index (Borri, Liu & Tsyvisnki 2022). The 
retroactive sales history of items within the same collection during the main sale is one of the most accurate 
predictors of future price methods on secondary markets. It is difficult to predict longer-term yield patterns as the 
predictive power of historical sales decreases with time (Nadini 2021).

The jeopardy to the NFT ecosystem is owing to the lack of a “true” market value based on conventional 
fundamentals. Thus, the possibility of a bubble is particularly strong. Economic theory dictates that a capital market 
bubble results from market players inflating the values of underlying assets relative to a particular valuation method. 
In a market where a Twitter post can generate volatility in the price of commodities, the possible abrupt withdrawal 
of many speculators would produce a serious liquidity crunch as the majority of trades are highly leveraged.

The presence of a sudden liquidity crisis would result in a severe market disruption affecting the crypto markets, 
leading to default on many asset classes. An analogous situation is the Internet dotcom bubble of 2000, which 
followed the failed megamerger of America Online (AOL) and Time Warner and erased billions of dollars in market 
value. Investors acting on the promise of quick profits followed the popular news, leading to the market shakeout 
that  resulted in an industry reorganisation and the survival of a few peers such as Amazon.

2.4.2. Counterfeiting and fraud
While NFT markets have aroused considerable interest among investors and art lovers, the new technology has 
become the target of fraudulent schemes and illegal operations. Technically, an NFT is a derivative of the artists’ 
original work, with the creator being the only authorised right holder to make an NFT. However, the market has seen 
an influx of fraudulent operations involving counterfeiters and con artists “minting” and selling NFTs without the 
authorisation of their rightful owners.

The increasing sophistication of blockchain-based commerce and the caveat emptor principle, in which 
the buyer assumes the risk of purchase, are adding to the burdens of buy-side market players. Since anybody 
can produce NFTs, it is difficult to counteract illegitimate NFT minting in the absence of effective curation and 
onboarding protocols for NFTs sold on multiple markets. The minting process includes anonymous cryptocurrency 
wallet addresses making final-owner attribution and consequent benefits distributions difficult. The enforcement 
mechanism against fraudulent trades becomes a conundrum. There is the practice of the so-called “wash trading,” 
in which shares are purchased from one broker and sold to another. This type of illegal process is found on the 
NFT market (Cao et al. 2016). Given the intent to artificially inflate the value of the underlying asset, the offender 
would either initiate transactions between wallets in which he has beneficial ownership or form a trading consortium 
with the same purpose. Prior to the deal, the target’s wallet would have sufficient funds to meet the purchase price. 
Once the final sale has occurred to an unconnected third party outside the inner circle, the offender is assured of 
receiving the full remuneration for the digital asset, which substantially exceeds its fair market worth (McAndrew 
2022). There are no compliance filter mechanisms comparable to the upload filter for streaming services in 
marketplaces.

2.4.3. Smart contracts and contract law
As indicated previously, smart contracts, a partially or completely automated and self-enforcing computer code 
reflecting an interparty agreement, govern the execution, control and documentation of NFTs. Since the pro-
grammed sequences operate with minimal human interaction, they are unchangeable. Researchers and practitio-
ners disagree on whether these contracts may be construed in accordance with current contract rules and whether 
they represent a legally binding and enforceable agreement. Some researchers, such as Savelyev (2017), propose 
that smart contracts should be evaluated as a causa sui notion with the aim of replacing the whole legal system 
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without the need for a legal framework. Others contest their incorporation into the legal system on the grounds that 
such contracts lack validity and enforcement mechanisms. 

If the prerequisites for the establishment of a contractual agreement are met, the fact that smart contracts are 
captured by code is unimportant for their widespread incorporation into the legal system. In the Civil Law system, 
the offer must be accepted, but in the Common Law system, the offer and acceptance are based on deliberation 
(World Bank Group 2020). Unarguable drawbacks of smart contracts include their immutability, making it difficult to 
amend or halt their execution. 

During the creation process, smart contracts have no means by which to prevent contra bonos mores or 
fraudulent or unlawful agreements or transactions. Code-driven smart contracts are susceptible to coding mistakes, 
necessitating procedures for contract modifications. To comply with contract law principles, smart contracts require an 
established framework of on-chain and off-chain arbitration, dispute resolution and third-party intervention methods. 
As jurisprudence typically lags technology development, early adopters will secure competitive advantages in the 
crypto economy for certain locations and offer chances for legal arbitrage, as the regulation of smart contracts 
would vary significantly between countries.

2.4.3.1. UK considerations 
One of the most significant shortcomings of smart contracts is the widespread absence of a law that is relevant to 
the contract relationship and that would offer more clarity to the parties on the legal risk accepted with the execu-
tion of the contract (United Kingdom Legal Commission 2021). As distributed ledger technology litigation is still in 
its infancy (Vos 2019), it is probable that smart contracts will continue to be used as a complement to regular con-
tracts and it will be some time before the codified law establishes legal foundations for code-based cryptographic 
contracts.

2.4.4. Environmental, social and governance (ESG) concerns
The minting procedure for the generation of NFTs comprises a confirmation protocol, a form of “proof of work” 
(PoW) consensus method. This mechanism protects the integrity of the transactions’ time-ordered ledger. The pro-
cess involves miners, who solve a complicated cryptographic challenge in exchange for the privilege of minting the 
NFT. The entire process requires specialised computational capacity and information technology (IT) architecture, 
which often use enormous quantities of electricity (Castor 2022).

The global commodity super cycle and geopolitical crises have caused a rapid rebound in global energy demand, 
resulting in a price spike for electricity and a severe power shortage across regions (International Energy Agency 
2022). The market consensus is that businesses must shift to energy-efficient models with a strong emphasis on 
exploitation of renewables. Following the move to a low-carbon economy, cryptographic solutions must use energy-
saving approaches to obtain greener credentials. To fulfil the industry’s sustainability criteria and in response to 
community outcry, development has shifted towards a proof-of-stake (PoS) method that uses a fraction of the 
energy that PoW does. 

The PoS protocol differs from the PoW protocol in that validators are picked randomly by an algorithm in the 
absence of peer competition. The validation procedure is also known as attesting, and the validator validates 
the blockchain’s accuracy (Ethereum.org 2022). PoS is a consensus mechanism used by blockchains to achieve 
distributed consensus. The next step of consensus algorithm testing (Hu et al. 2020) involves a community-elected 
committee of validators to participate in the consensus protocol based on their ability for “staking” digital money 
(Cevallos & Stewart 2020). Validators are ranked higher in the digital hierarchy based on the magnitude of their 
crypto wealth as determined by token ownership. In exchange, this wallet coinage establishes their mining strength 
within the consensus procedure (Yee, Welfare & Wyper 2020; Reaume 2022). 

PoS would drastically minimise unnecessary energy usage during the mining process, and it can be implemented 
across all existing platforms to become a standard blockchain consensus method. Ethereum is at the forefront of 
this process, reengineering towards the PoS technique, which is still in its infancy since it will be an arduous struggle 
to eradicate all defects and get widespread use.

2.4.4.1. US considerations
To date, the majority of platforms have not fully transitioned to energy-efficient alternatives, exposing the 
blockchain technology to regulatory sanctions comparable to the harmful New York Senate Bill S6486D, 
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which resulted in a moratorium on all cryptocurrency mining activities utilising the PoW algorithm (U.S. 
Senate 2021).

2.4.4.2. EU considerations
For the blockchain architecture to achieve widespread adoption across all economic sectors, a fundamental shift 
in the current paradigm with a significant emphasis on renewable energy is needed. This technical transition 
poses a test for the whole crypto economy, as well as a chance to serve as a model for other businesses threat-
ened by the social stigma of ESG activism in connection with their carbon footprint (De Vries & Gallersdörfer 
2022).

With “The Merge,” Ethereum blockchain has successfully completed its transformation in September 2022 
from the PoW to the PoS consensus algorithm. This change resulted in a 99 percent reduction in energy 
consumption and mitigation of social stigmatisation. The Solana blockchain is a competing crypto architecture 
that is renowned for its shortened transaction speeds and cheap processing costs. The platform is validating the 
transaction using the proof of history (PoH) consensus process. The programme generates historical evidence 
that an event occurred at a certain point in time by generating historical records. The process is secure since 
the input cannot anticipate the output. The winner of the competition for the greatest mainstream blockchain 
platform will be the first to design a system that drastically decreases energy usage, boosts transaction speed 
and minimises transaction costs.

In the sociopolitical and economic arenas, scholars such as Frye (2021) and Chalmers et al. (2022) express 
concern that bundling Web 3.0, blockchain technologies and NFTs introduces the possibility of a shift to a 
Web 3.0 collaborative commons (Rifkin 2014). Brown (2003) and Schuelke-Leech (2018) call attention to the 
importance of considering the broader consequences of such a paradigm shift and the social, political and 
business implications.

The conventional thinking is that democracy, or moreover democracy coupled with market capitalism, permits 
the uncoerced communication of equal participants with equal access and equal rights to participate. However, in 
oversaturated, networked markets, a few dominant entities rise to prominence and can enjoy enormous wealth 
(Mulligan 2014). It cannot be overlooked that networked commerce encourages the rise of platform monopolies 
and, in the creative industries, it can create vast income disparities.

2.4.5. Governance of crypto assets
Recently, the world of cryptocurrencies has been influenced by a sequence of shock waves, which might have 
caused the market to collapse. A significant example is the now-infamous hacking attempt on the decentralised 
autonomous organisation (DAO) in 2016. An unknown hacker moved around 3.6 million Ethereum (equal to US$50 
million) to a DAO under its control. The criminal act led the price of Ethereum to plummet from US$20.50 to 
US$11.00 (Dalton 2016) and prompted serious doubts about the technology.

2.4.5.1. US considerations
Studies indicate that the vast majority of initial coin offerings (ICOs) were fraudulent schemes draining millions of 
dollars from naive investors, further complicating the problem. A survey by the New York-based Satiris Group LLC 
reveals that roughly 80 percent of ICOs are associated with fraudulent activity (Seth 2018). As a consequence of 
these and similar fraud incidents, the biggest stock exchange authorities in the United States (U.S. Securities and 
Exchange Commission) and the Eurozone (European Securities and Markets Authority [ESMA]) have determined 
that crypto assets are especially susceptible to cyberattacks and fraud. There is a possibility that digital assets and 
investors who trade NFTs on the market would become victims of orchestrated assaults given that crypto asset 
investments are unregulated compared to traditional capital markets (U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
2021). 

Bitcoin and Ethereum were not considered securities for quite some time, with the former being a currency and 
the latter characterised by its decentralised nature and lack of central control and governance. In fact, the argument 
around NFTs leans towards classifying them as they are considered as derivatives of assets. When determining 
whether an NFT transaction falls under the Securities Act, US regulators typically consult prior case law, such as 
the 1946 US Supreme Court judgement in the Court, which articulated the so-called Howey Test, which defines 
an entity as an investment instrument based on the following criteria: (1) a financial investment; (2) is a common 
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enterprise; (3) with a reasonable expectation of profits; and (4) to be derived from the entrepreneurial or managerial 
efforts of others.

2.4.5.2. EU considerations
Following an evaluation of the crypto economy in the European Community, the Commission adopted a historic reg-
ulation for the digitisation of the financial sector on 24 September 2020. The proposed directive intends to regulate 
digital finance and includes directives on markets for crypto assets (MiCA) and for ensuring digital operational sta-
bility (DORA), as well as a concept proposal on distributed ledger technology (DLT) (European Commission 2020). 
This regulatory framework attempts to fill an existing legal void; the law is not intended to impede the growth of the 
crypto economy but to pave the way for regulated market activities, to limit operational risks and ensure consumer 
and investor safety (European Union, Eur-Lex 2021). However, based on an evaluation of the proposed rules, 
MiCA does not appear to include NFTs within its scope. Article 4(2) states that issuers of “unique and non-fungible 
crypto-assets” are not required to publish or register a white paper for them. Under inclusion of this clause, NFTs 
are immune from any prospectus or authorisation requirements under financial legislation requiring that investors 
be transparently informed about the substance and dangers of the underlying asset to make an educated decision. 
This exception does not apply to F-NFTs due to the fungibility of the underlying assets. The most recent draft of 
MiCA says that the proposed regulation shall clearly apply if the NFT offers the holder or issuer certain rights linked 
to those of financial instruments, including profit rights or other entitlements. If an NFT fails this criteria, its tokens 
will be deemed securities and be subject to the appropriate regulatory frameworks (Salmon & Gerlach 2021).

The technology landscape around NFTs is very susceptible to money-laundering schemes. It may be used 
to execute self-laundering activities. The offenders would purchase an NFT with cash from dubious sources and 
use wash trading between wallet coins under their control to construct an NFT transaction history. Once a good 
sales record has been established, the NFT would be transferred to a third party, which would then clear the deal 
by injecting uncontested, clean cash (U.S. Department of Treasury 2022). In addition, worldwide regulators have 
expressed worry that NFTs can be used for terrorist funding and evasion of sanctions. According to Gebhard 
Wengenroth (2021), a notable crypto specialist from Capgemini who advises big European banks on the deployment 
of crypto assets, “The market for crypto-based money laundering is technologically driven and well ahead of 
authorities. This cannot and must not continue to be the situation. Planned steps for worldwide regulation must be 
executed expeditiously; this demands a high degree of professional and technological crypto competence inside the 
organisation, which may begin to be developed immediately” (Wengenroth 2021).

Several proposals are under consideration to create Central Bank Digital Currencies (CBDCs), giving central 
banks power over digital currencies and derivatives. Such frameworks will be established to govern unregulated 
cryptographic asset structures, minimise volatility and provide investor safety (Assenmacher et al. 2021). China, 
Europe and the United States, the three most significant crypto marketplaces in the world, are already developing 
their own CBDC proposals. Future developments and research will enhance the understanding of how CBDCs will 
affect the crypto ecosystem’s power structures. It remains to be seen whether there will be a shift from decentralised 
and autonomous digital ecosystems to regionally decentralised structures or to centralised ecosystems. Notably 
any shift towards centralisation stands in opposition to the attributed advantage of decentralisation under the Web 
3.0 economy. Alternatively, legislation may follow the logic of decentralised systems defining the crypto economy. 
Regardless of the exuberance surrounding NFTs, regulatory authorities’ actions will have a significant impact on the 
future technological development of blockchain and NFTs.

3. Methodology and Data Analysis
3.1. Methodology
The methodology adopted for this study is quantitative and survey based. The results are presented as descriptive 
and exploratory. Following Leedy and Ormrod (2001), the descriptive research approach is a basic research method 
that examines the situation in its current state and involves identification of attributes of a particular phenomenon 
based on an observation or correlation. For this research, the authors entertain working hypotheses. A working 
hypothesis is understood in the sense of Oppenheim and Putnam’s well-known publication, Unity of Science as a 
Working Hypothesis (1958). Paraphrasing Oppenheim and Putnam, given the force of reason, a working hypothesis 
is that which can be accepted assuming that further work can be done without declaring its validity or denying that 
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truth may be unattainable (Oppenheim and Putnam 1958). The working hypothesis can subsequently be rigorously 
tested by confirmatory data analysis. The authors recognise that confirmatory data analysis is structured and rigor-
ous; however, exploratory data analysis can be open-minded and speculative (Tukey 1980).

Recall that this research explores the extent of familiarity and knowledge related to NFTs, as well as perspectives 
on NFTs as potential disruptors (Q1) and the research intends to give insight into the extent of music creators’ 
perception of NFT-related opportunities and NFT integration into the music industry (Q2).

3.2. Quantitative Research
The quantitative research is based upon a purpose-designed questionnaire in two parts. Part One provided demo-
graphic information, and Part Two included twenty statements set against a five-point Likert scale, namely (1) 
strongly disagree to (5) strongly agree. The statements are derived directly from the existing literature and the 
interviews discussed above and were grouped in three categories: NFTs; Music and Music Industry Business; and 
Investment, Arts and Music. All statements in the questionnaire relate to manifestations of the blockchain technol-
ogy, NFTs and arts and music. Examples are Q 9 (“NFTs will revolutionise the supply chain within the music indus-
try”); and Q 14 (“I believe that NFTs will alter the way artists interact with their fan community”). Considering the 
limited resources allocated for this study, data obtained from the first twenty-five respondents were used to establish 
the internal reliability of the instrument. A Cronbach’s alpha coefficient of 0.876 was achieved, which is statistically 
very good.

Questionnaires were distributed to respondents across twenty EU countries through the market research provider 
Pollfish. The total number of respondents was n=200, randomised to consumers in the targeted demographics. In 
order to avoid the pitfall of river sampling, respondents were invited to participate in the survey using the Pollfish 
double opt-in procedure (see Appendix for details of the questionnaire).

The survey sample included respondents from twenty EU countries. However, the distribution was particularly 
dense for Spain (n=30), Poland (n=28), Italy (n=27) and France (n=21). The sample was relatively balanced for 
female (48 percent) and male (52 percent) respondents. The age categories of 18–24 years and 25–34 years were 
the most heavily populated. Only ten respondents were aged 55 years or older. Most of the participants had high 
school degrees (n=44) or college–university educations at the undergraduate (n=116) or graduate levels (n=33). 
For the most part, respondents reported being employed at the level of employee (salaried). The modal household 
income was reported as less than €20K, although the distribution was nearly equal across categories less than 
€20K (n=57), between €20K and €34K (n=52) and €35K–€49K (n=50). 

4. Results
Table 1 indicates the categories of statements and the number of statements per category.

Particularly interesting are the responses to statements S1 and S2 (“I am familiar with the concept of NFTs” and 
“I am knowledgeable about NFTs both in theory and practice”, respectively). Table 2 shows the selected statistics 
for these questions.

Category Number of statements

Non-fungible tokens 6

Music and the music industry business 8

Investment, arts and music 6

Table 1. Categories in the questionnaire with the corresponding number of statements

Statement Mean Standard deviation Median Mode Modal frequency Skewness (Pearson) Kurtosis (Pearson)

S1 3.565 0.998 4 4 90 –0.527 –0.329

S2 3.295 1.038 3 4 81 –0.531 –0.284

Table 2. Selected statistics for survey statements S1 and S2
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The results indicate that, on average, familiarity with NFTs and knowledge about NFTs in theory and practice 
falls between “unsure” and “agree.” However, the modal category for both statements is four, indicating that based 
on the value that appears most often, respondents felt strongly about their familiarity and knowledge of NFTs. The 
results raise the possibility of some degree of upward inertia.

Table 3 shows the descriptive statistics for statements S1–S20. Based on the hyper-distribution of the 
responses to statements, the estimated grand mean is 3.30 and standard deviation is 0.311. The average 
median is 3.50, with standard deviation of 0.513. However, the distributions are negatively skewed for 
eighteen of the twenty statements, and kurtosis is negative for sixteen of the statements. Recall that negative 
values for the skewness indicate data that are skewed left, i.e. the left tail is long relative to the right tail. 
Negative values of kurtosis indicate that a distribution has thin tails. Platykurtic distributions have negative 
kurtosis values. 

Figure 1A–1D summarises the statistical results for the twenty statements. It is notable that mean values are 
found between three (unsure) and four (agree; strong). Figure 1C shows that the response distribution to statement 
S5 (I am familiar with the platform OpenSea) is positively skewed. Response distributions for the statements S4 (I 
am familiar with the platform Apple Music), S7 (The existing revenue-sharing mechanism for music creators and 
intermediaries is providing a fair revenue split), S10 (As a fan of music, I prefer to engage with my favourite artists 
by listening to their recordings) and S11 (As a fan of music, I prefer to engage with my favourite artists by attending 
live concerts) show positive kurtosis. Otherwise, the distributions have thin tails, indicating fewer values in the 
distribution tails.

A clustering exercise was undertaken, aggregating similar data points together in order to reveal underlying 
groups or clusters of statements. Application of K-means clustering resulted in two clusters. However, evolution 
of the inertia and silhouette score raised some ambiguity; so, as an alternative, agglomerative hierarchical 
clustering (AHC) was applied. The results from the AHC algorithm are shown in Figure 2 as a dendrogram. 
The algorithm confirmed the K-means application of two clusters; however, the dendrogram is more readily 
interpreted.

The dendrogram for the data shows that the twenty statement points are merged from two to a single cluster 
indicating homogeneity at the line shown at approximately 310. Interpretation of the dendrogram is based on 
identifying clusters that are dissimilar, i.e. the bigger the distance between links, the bigger is the dissimilarity 
between the statements. Alternatively, the key to interpreting a dendrogram is to focus on the height at which 
any two objects are joined together. The height of the dendrogram indicates the order in which the clusters were 
joined. 

Concerning the groups shown in blue, Age and Employment Status are most similar, as the height of the link 
that joins them together is the smallest. The next two most similar objects are Employment Position and Household 
Income. The fact that the demographic information links to form a cluster is not surprising. However, inclusion of 
statement S8 must be considered as an aberration.

With the exception of statement S8 (I am not familiar with the revenue-sharing mechanism for music creators 
and intermediaries), the nineteen remaining statements are found in the red groupings.

Statement S19 (As an investor, I believe investments in digital art are attractive) and statement S20 (As an 
investor, I believe that investments in music NFTs are attractive) are most similar. Statements S1 and S2, referred to 
earlier, are the next two most similar statements. Overall, the clusters are confirmatory with respect to the sections 
of the survey. The role that investor preferences take is ambiguous.

Given the nature of this research, it is necessary to clarify that the empirical work is presented as purposeful for 
generating working hypotheses in the sense cited earlier. While intuitive relationships between the statements have 
been considered, such a priori hypothesis must not be confused with the more-rigorous standards associated with 
hypothesis testing in confirmatory quantitative research. 

A first-pass analysis was based on the dendrogram shown here. Considering the “blue” cluster, gender, 
education level, employment status and household income are likely candidates for future work focused specifically 
on determinants of awareness and knowledge. Relationships between variables in the “red” cluster are more difficult 
to discern with a high degree of reliability owing to collinearity. 

As concerns the second research question, bivariate correlations indicate the relevance of not only knowledge 
of NFTs but also optimism towards NFTs as a disruptor of the music supply chain and interest in NFTs as an 
investment. More analysis is required, however. There is concern over circularity of awareness and perspective 
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on NFTs, including NFTs as an investment. In other words, it is highly unlikely that a respondent would express a 
positive view towards the future of NFTs without having awareness in the first place. This is an issue for consideration 
in future research as well. 

Considering the ambiguities of the foregoing analysis, data reduction was pursued. The two most common 
variable reduction techniques are principal component analysis (PCA) and factor analysis (FA). Recall that the 
solution to the PCA involves the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the variance–covariance matrix associated with 
the vector of variables. The estimated principal components are defined using the eigenvectors as the coefficients 
associated with the variables. The objectives are as follows: 1) to retain only the first k principal components 
explaining most of the overall variation; and 2) to avoid loss of information, the proportion of variation explained 
by the first k principal components should be as close to 1.0 as possible. PCA analysis indicates that most of the 
variation is captured by the first two principal components. The results from FA indicate that on the basis of having 
chosen a final communality score ≥0.7 as the selection criterion, the FA model with two factors has significant 
explanatory power with respect to the statements S1, S2, S5 and S20. The results of both the PCA and FA analyses 
suggest that, for future research, a survey of fewer than twenty statements can be entirely adequate in the context 
of this research. 

In short, the data analysis points towards the need to carefully consider the demographic variables income, 
education level, employment status and professional status. The implication at this point is that familiarity with 
NFTs is the highest among persons with relatively high incomes, advanced education and relatively important 
professional positions, i.e. senior-level management and above.
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Figure 1. Statistical results for the twenty statements: (A) Mean responses, statements S1–S20; (B) standard deviations from mean for statements 
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5. Summary and Conclusions
NFTs have resulted in a reversal of long-established marketing and distribution concepts. In contrast to the visual 
arts, which primarily generate original works and are connected to the concept of uniqueness, the traditional music 
industry has always operated on a mass distribution scale. The new technology surrounding NFTs has revolution-
ised the entire music industry by providing music lovers with exclusive music events and one-of-a-kind consumer 
goods. By implementing the principle of scarcity, the industry is adapting to shifting consumer preferences, as it 
satisfies the rising demand for customised fan experiences. It is claimed that NFTs will facilitate the democratisation 
of the music and art industries. The technological infrastructure provides unbounded marketing opportunities for 
musical compositions and related products. With the expansion of the metaverse, the music industry is presented 
with a unique opportunity to completely reimagine channels of music consumption and community engagement, 
thereby delineating a new class of meta-entrepreneurs. This paper’s literature review and empirical research via 
surveys have conclusively confirmed the hypothesis that Web 3.0 and NFT technology provide not only an excellent 
new instrument for music creators but also a completely novel and equitable economic model for fans and artists. 
According to recent developments in the NFT ecosystem, the purportedly disruptive aura frequently ascribed to 
the technology does not meet the criteria for classification as a disruptive innovation under the widely accepted 
disruption theory (Christensen 2015). The incumbents have reacted effectively and promptly to the potential threat 
of disruption and are well positioned to benefit from novel economic models. Big tech and music titans have already 
secured Web 3.0 marketing channels and begun reconfiguring their community outreach. There is a clear risk of 
the emergence of a digital oligopolistic economy, in which a few large actors dominate and control the majority of 
the market, making it increasingly difficult for newcomers to establish a foothold. The conducted quantitative survey 
confirmed that the average consumer’s crypto literacy level is still quite low. Average consumers and neo-entrepre-
neurs in the digital realms are exposed to unregulated legal and financial risks due to the observed lack of regulation 
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in the crypto industry, which vary among jurisdictions. The recent collapse of the Ethereum blockchain, triggered by 
a large-scale transaction initiated by Yuga Labs “Otherside” mints (Nasdaq 2022), has resulted in substantial losses 
for many NFT minters due to the exorbitant gas fees. This and other incidents have exposed the limitations and 
deficiencies of the current blockchain technology. 

There is clearly a fundamental reshaping of the music industry’s value creation. A new equity model for music 
creators should facilitate their forward integration with their audience base, thereby facilitating their transition into 
entrepreneurship. To identify one-of-a-kind virtual objects, the world of NFTs offers immense potential for innovative 
campaigns and entirely new business models in the fan economy. However, national and international legislators 
and regulators must collaborate to completely elucidate the underlying technology and foster a higher level of 
crypto literacy in order to realise the full potential of cryptography and launch the mainstream exploitation of the 
new medium. Evidence suggests that there is awareness of NFTs and there is potential for change in the music 
industry, but this awareness may well be limited to an elite segment of the market. Specifically, preliminary analysis 
points towards awareness being associated with people having relatively high levels of income, education and 
professional status. NFT awareness is not commonplace. The responsibility of regulators and legislators is to enact 
protective technical, IP-related and regulatory frameworks that permit the minting and trading of NFTs to occur in a 
regulated environment.
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Appendix: Survey Questions
Introduction
Thank you for considering to take part in our research project, undertaken as part of the academic research initi-
ated by Zarja Peters, MBA, MA, and Phillip Cartwright, PhD. This research is intended to deepen and broaden the 
understanding of the use of NFT Technology for Management of Property Rights in the Arts and Music Industry.

Why have you been chosen?
We have asked you to respond to our questionnaire because you may be involved with either current technologies 
for facilitating market transaction in arts and music markets or you might simply be interested in the subject.

Informed consent
Your participation in this research is voluntary, and you may withdraw from the study at any time prior to publication 
if you wish. By submitting a completed questionnaire, however, you are giving your informed consent to participate 
in our study, and you confirm that you are at least 18 years of age. You do not have to answer any question that 
you do not wish to answer.

What will we do with your data?
The data you provide will be anonymous (separated from your name) and confidential (not disclosed to anyone 
else). We may publish reports based on our findings, but you will not be identifiable from the data included. The data 
themselves will be stored securely on the hard drives of the researchers named above and password protected for 
5 years. If we wish to reuse your data within this time period, we will seek your permission to do so. At the end of 
the period, your data will be destroyed.

Contact for further information
If you would like to know more about this research, please contact zaria.peters@protonmail.com

 5 Please tick one box following each statement regarding a recent performance involving your school music 
ensemble to indicate the extent to which you feel it applies. Each question or statement will have a scale of 
responses indicated above. There are four pages.

 5 These questions and statements concern your perception of how musical leadership affects your ensemble. 
Your feelings are personal and do not need to reflect how other people feel.

 5 Please tick clearly inside a box and do not tick the space in between boxes.
 5 There are no right or wrong answers.
 5 By writing the name of your institution and ensemble below, you are allowing us to correspond your data 
with the responses from other musicians in your ensemble. Your responses will remain anonymous and the 
identities of you and your institution will not appear in any part of the research. 

Part I
Please tick the box that best represents you. 

Gender Male Female

Age, years 18–24 25–34 35–44 45–54

55–64 65+

Education High school College  University Postgraduate

Vocational–technical Other

Employment status  
(check all that apply)

Student Unemployed Self-mployed Employed (salaried)

Retired

Professional status (if employed) Employee Middle management Senior management C-level executive

 Household income  <€20K €20K–€34.999K €35K–€49.999K €50K–€74.999K

€75K–€99.999K >€100.000K
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Part 2
Please tick one box for each statement that best describes how you feel. 5
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1 I am familiar with the concept of NFTs.

2 I am knowledgeable about NFTs both in theory and practice.

3 I am aware of the MiCA (Markets in Crypto-assets) directive.
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4 I am familiar with the platform Apple Music.

5 I am familiar with the platform OpenSea.

6 I am familiar with the platform Sandbox.

Music and music industry business
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7 The existing revenue-sharing mechanism for music creators and intermediaries is providing a fair 
revenue split.

8 I am not familiar with the revenue-sharing mechanism for music creators and intermediaries.

9 NFTs will revolutionise the supply chain within the music industry.

Fans of music
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10 As a fan of music, I prefer to engage with my favourite artists by listening to their recordings. 

11 As a fan of music, I prefer to engage with my favourite artists by attending live concerts.

12 As a fan of music, I prefer to engage with my favourite artists by meeting them backstage at concerts.

13 As a fan of music, I prefer to engage with my favourite artists by participating in interview and autograph 
signing sessions. 

14 I believe that NFTs will alter the way artists interact with their fan community.

Investment, arts and music
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15 As an investor, I invest in fixed income assets.

16 As an investor, I invest in equities.

17 As an investor, I invest in cryptocurrencies.

18 As an investor, I invest in NFTs.

19 As an investor, I believe investments in digital art are attractive.

20 As an investor, I believe investments in music NFTs are attractive.

Please add any comments about how you feel about your school ensemble.
_________________________________________________________________________________________
IT, information technology; NFT, non-fungible token.
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